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Getting clear on what you need in a website
before you start to build your website.

A little planning fefore you begin to buildA little planning fefore you begin to build
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Connect more authentically 

Connect with people you will love working with 

Better understand what they are looking for 

Identify design features your website needs to connect. 

Creating your About Me page 

Authentically connecting with your dream customers

It is time to get intimate with your dream customers. In doing so, you will be able to... 

Client Avatar
Answer the questions below, adding as much detail as possible. 

Basic Information: 

Average Age:                                   Gender:                                      Marital status: 

Do they have kids:                         Average ages 
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Where are they located? (Urban, Rural? Country? State/Province? Etc.)

What is their occupation? 

Average Annual Income



Education & background experience:

Hobbies/Interests:

What does their daily life look like: 

What is their technology experience/background? 
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What goals are they working towards?  

What are their core values?

Do these values mirror or compliment your values? 

What challenges are they struggling with? 

How can you help them with these challenges? 
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What are their pain points?
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How can you relate with these pain points?

Where do they go for information and support? 

Books... 

Magazines... 

Blogs/Websites they visit...

Conferences/Events they attend...

Gurus and experts they follow... 

Other Resources...
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What objections do they have to the  support you have to offer? 

How would you address these objections if you were talking to them?

What is their role in the services you offer?

How do they need to show up? In person? Online? Phone? 
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   What will you need from them to  achieve the success they crave?

   What expectations do you want to set?
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Relating with your ideal customer through story

When someone comes to your website, and wants to know more about you, they are often

looking to connect on a personal level. They aren’t so interested in your story of perfection,

or even your personal resume. They want to know the real you and feel a real connection.

Here are three ways I have found that work incredibly well when connecting with your

dream customer. 

Sharing your struggle 

Being warm and inviting 

Having a shared desire

Let's take a closer look at each of these... 

Sharing Your Struggle

It is quite possible that you experienced a pretty big struggle that lead you to an inspiring

moment where you created incredible change in your lie. This moment was so huge it

inspired you  to launch your business and create incredible change in the world. This is a

story worth sharing. 

To give you a real life example of what I mean, let me share with you the story of a client of

mine Crystal with Cloud Nine Organizing who was struggling in just about every area of her

life due to stress and clutter...

Hi! I'm Crystal Nerpel.I'm a certified life coach who specializes in helping people

declutter, de-stress and simplify.  

Declutter, De-Stress, Simplify:
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This is not only my business motto, it is my way of life. However, I didn't always know how to

declutter, de-stress and simplify. Before I became an organizing expert I was an

overwhelmed, frustrated, stressed-out mama who couldn't get her family to pick up after

themselves. Before the words declutter, de-stress, simplify were in my life:I used other,

negative words..."I feel like I'm the only one who ever picks up or cleans, and there's always

so much clutter. We have way too much stuff we don't even use. My family should pick up

after themselves without being told." You get the idea.

Crystal's struggle lead her to launching her Professional Organizing business, Cloud Nine

Organizing (https://cloudnineorganizing.com/). And her work as a professional organizer lead

her to becoming a certified Life Coach so she could help her clients with their struggle even

more. 

One thing worth mentioning... Crystal was living a "dream" life. She has a great family, home

and all the comforts she craved, yet she was still overwhelmed, frustrated and stressed out.  

Her clients feel connected to her right away because they too have great lives, but are

struggling to enjoy it. They feel the overwhelm of every day life, and also crave a simpler way

of living and want to enjoy time with their family even more.
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Do you relate to Crystal's story? How so.... 

What struggles did you face that lead you to the business you are building? 
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Being Warm and Inviting 

Sometimes what our clients are looking for is safety and comfort, and the best way I have

found to offer this is to be instantly warm and inviting on the pages of your website.. After all

who doesn’t want someone who they know will listen, and help them remember that

everything is going to be okay. 

To give you a real life example of what I mean, let me share with you the story of a client of

mine Micara Link, a healer, author and speaker who shares an unending understanding and

compassion with her clients in search of both.

While the virtual world can be a wonderful tool for creating connection, a part of me wishes

that we were sitting together in a quaint coffee shop sipping something warm and

comforting as we got to know each other a bit better. But, here we are, screen to screen, so

for the first part of this conversation you’ll have to get to know me before I get the chance to

know you.
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Micara's compassion and understanding, her naturally warm and inviting nature has helped

her to grow her business (https://www.micaralink.com/) in ways she never imagined, and

work across the globe and with some of the most influential people in her field. 

Do you relate to Micara's approach? How so.... 

How would you show warmth through your own story?
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Connecting through a shared desire 

The desire to inspire great change is something that many of us within us. Even if this desire

came through struggle, it is the desire to see change that is stronger, and leading the

message we share with the world.

To give you a real life example of what I mean, let me share with you the story of a client of

mine Sue Ingebretson, a coach, speaker and author who passion for living healthy is

changing the lives of many in this world.
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My passion to help others navigate their own health challenges stems from my own

fibromyalgia recovery journey.It took years for me to get a diagnosis … and I had to do it on

my own.Learning to become my own advocate, I finally discovered what was wrong. Of

course, my symptoms were devastating. I felt like an 80-year-old trapped in the body of

someone who wasn’t yet 40. I began to ask, "What would a symptom-free life look like?"

Sue's passion to live a symptom free life lead her to asking questions everywhere and finding

some incredibly interesting answers. Her passion transformed her life and lead her to

launching her business Rebuilding Wellness (https://rebuildingwellness.com/) and writing her

books FibroWHYalgia, Chronic Coloring, Get Back into Whack, and the Get Back into Whack

workbook.) 

Do you have a passion like Sue? How so.... 

How do you share your passion with others? 
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Connecting by sharing your struggle 

Connect by being warm and inviting 

Connect through a shared desire

Now it is time for you to begin creating your own story, to use in your About Me page. 

Watch the lesson that most resonates with you and your story. 
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Start with a rough draft – there is no need to strive for perfection 

Set it aside for a day or two then read it through and go deeper 

Take another day or two break then type it out

Set it aside another two days, then review. tweak and adjust as needed 

The Writing Process... 

You are not going to have your perfect story in the first draft. It would be lovely it that worked,

but to get real, genuine and authentic you need to do this in stages. The focus of this exercise

isn't to get something to put on your website quickly. It is to create something that will connect

genuinely with your dream customers. 

Here are the steps I used to create my story... 

Finally, if you have someone in your corner who get's what it is that you do, and will offer valid

input towards your story, share it with them and ask them if it feels genuine and real to them. 

WARNING! Be careful who you share this with. Yes, you have amazing people in your life who

love you, but many of them won't get you. They may not understand why you are doing what

you are doing. These are not the people to ask. Stick with the inner circle of people who are

your biggest cheerleaders and who are willing to be honest! 
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